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Abstract. This paper describes about the modified roof ventilator that can generate electricity. The new
modification of the roof ventilator system is by adding the extra fins to help it to spin faster and more
efficient. Optimum design and performance of the system also discussed. This system is suitable to use for
the low speed wind places. The system is containing the combination of the AC generator, roof ventilator,
solar charger, batteries and inverter. This system managed to produce 13 Vdc to 14 Vdc to charge the 12 Vdc
batteries system. The operational concept of the system is the load will use the energy from the batteries that
charged using roof ventilator. The observed performances of system are the voltage and current of the roof
ventilator, batteries and the load.
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1. Introduction
The wind turbine capture the wind’s kinetic energy in a rotor consisting of two or more blades
mechanically coupled to a generator. The turbine is mounted on a tall tower to enhance the energy capture.
Numerous wind turbines are installed at one site to build a wind produce more energy over the year. Two
distinctly configurations are available for turbine design, the horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT)
configuration (Figure 1) and the vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) configuration (Figure 2). The
horizontal-axis machine has been the standard in Denmark from the beginning of the wind power industry.
Therefore, it is called Danish wind turbine. The vertical-axis machine has the shape of an egg beater and
called the Darrieus rotor after its inventor. It has been used in the past because of its specific structural
advantage. However, most modern wind turbines use a horizontal-axis design. [1]
The advantages of the HAWT are the blades are to the side of the turbine’s center of gravity, helping
stability. It also allows the angle of attack to be remotely adjusted gives greater control, so the turbine
collects the maximum amount of wind energy. Tall tower allows access to stronger wind in sites with wind
shear and placement on uneven land or in offshore locations and most of them are self-starting. At the same
time, it can be cheaper because of higher production volume. The disadvantages are it has difficulties
operating near the ground and with turbulent winds because the yaw and blade bearing need smoother, more
laminar wind flows. The tall towers and long blades are difficult to transport and need a special installation
procedure.
The advantages of the VAWT are the generator, gearbox and other components may be placed on the
ground, so the tower doesn’t need to support it, and it is more accessible for maintenance. It also has
relatively cost of production, installation and transport compared to horizontal axis turbines. The turbine
doesn’t need to be pointed into the wind to be effective. This is an advantage on sites where the wind
direction is highly variable. The hilltops, ridgelines and passes can have higher and more powerful winds
near the ground than higher up because due to the speed up effect of winds moving up a slope. In these
places, vertical axis turbines are suitable. The blades spin at slower speeds than the horizontal turbines,
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t risk of innjuring birdss. The disadvvantages are less efficiennt than horizoontal axis wiind turbines..
decreasing the
Most of theem are only half
h as efficieent as the hoorizontal oness because off the additionnal drag that they have ass
their bladess rotate into the wind. Thhe air flow near
n
the grou
und and other objects caan create turrbulent flow,,
which can introduce
i
isssues of vibraation. This can
c include noise
n
and beearing wear which may increase thee
maintenance or shorten the service life [3].
v
cann be recogniized as a typee of VAWT.. It is becausse it spin verrtically whenn
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get the kineetic energy frrom the windd. It also has the same sh
haft position, blade form and operatess in the samee
basic manneer as VAWT
T [2].
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2. Poten
ntial of wind Energgy in Malaaysia
The winnd energy inn Malaysia which
w
consists of peninsu
ular Malaysiia, Sabah annd Sarawak is
i situated inn
the equatoriial area. Thee organizatioon that managges the data is Malaysiann Meteoroloogical Departtment showss
that, the winnd over this country is generally
g
lighht but there still some hoomogeneouss periodic ch
hanges in thee
wind flow patterns. Noormally, Maalaysia have the four seeasons whichh is, southw
west monsoo
on, northeastt
s
Winnd data for th
he southwestt
monsoon annd the other two have thee short periods of the inteermonsoon seasons.
monsoon started in the middle
m
of May
M until in thhe end of Sep
ptember withh wind speedd less than 15 knots. Thee
wind speedds start from
m 10 to 20 knots
k
during the northeast monsoon. The northw
west coast of Sabah andd
Sarawak reggion may strrengthen to reach 20 knnots or more.. Researcherrs’ studies shhow that Maalaysia has a
great potenttial in develooping the winnd energy syystem [5].

Figure 3- Wind maap of Malaysiia

Fiigure 4 – Floow chart
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3. Power generation roof ventilator
Nowadays, the world is talking about the green energy that can save the world from pollutions and green
house effects. The main function of the free spinning roof ventilator is to provide fresh air in roof space and
living area all year round 24 hours a day free of charge. The additional function of this product is to produce
the electrical energy from the roof ventilator that will spin when the wind exist. The new idea of the
additional fins is helps to improve the ventilator speed and electrical production. The progress and tests of
the system have been fully demonstrated. The consumers not just can enjoy the benefits of the better air
ventilation in the house, but also have extra electricity supply for load appliances such as radio, mobile
phone charger and aquarium oxygen pump.
The main component of the system is the Auxiliary Current (AC) generator. It will convert the kinetic
energy from the wind to the electricity for our usage. The generated electricity then will go though the ADDC regulator to convert it to Direct Current (DC) voltage. This free electricity has to use the battery charger
to allow the charging process running. This to ensure that there will be no back-flow current if the roof
ventilator is not functioning. Inverter is use to convert from DC to AC for our AC load usage. The flow chart
of the full system of power generation roof ventilator is illustrated in figure 4.

4. Design of power generation roof ventilator
4.1

Wind force

The roof ventilator absorbs the wind energy with their individual blade will move slower that the wind
velocity. The different speed generates a drag force to drive the blades. The drag force Fw acting on one
blade is calculated as [2]
/2

(1)

where A is swept area of the blade; ρ is air density (about 1.225kg/m3 at sea level and at temperature of
is wind speed;
is the drag coefficient (1.9 for rectangular form); and
is the speed on the
150C);
dominates the wind force as compared to other parameters
blade surface. It is seen that the wind velocity
and ρ. As expected, more driving force
is easily and effectively to rotate the turbine and to gain
A,
more electricity eventually. The maximum power is obtained while [4]
/

4.2

(2)

Roof ventilator

The top view of the roof ventilator is shown in Figure 5. This is a standard roof ventilator in the market
with diameter size, 22 inch. This size has 30 curves blade to capture the wind kinetic energy. Zink is use to
produce this roof ventilator because it cannot be effected by rust. The mechanical aspects of this product are
just the simple bearing with the proper installation of the components. In this product, research process
involved the study how to generate the electricity from the spinning roof ventilator. AC generator is a
solution where it manages to meet the objective of the product. The important specification of the generator
is the torque must be low to enable it to start at the low speed. The rubber belting is attached to the moving
object of the roof ventilator. The AC generator is connected to the belting area by using a small plastic wheel.
When the wind blows on the fins and generates enough drag forces, the roof ventilator will rotate [2]. The
plastic wheel of the AC generator and the moving roof ventilator will spin synchronously to generate
electricity.
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Figure 5 – Roof veentilator

4.3

Exttra fins

The new
w invention of the extra fins is to heelp the roof ventilator too spin faster and more effficient. Thee
extra fins are
a made from
m the Zink material
m
to ensure
e
there won’t be anny rust in thee future. Thee size of thee
extra fins iss 3inch widee and 20 inchh long. Figurre 5 shows th
he actual dessign of the rroof ventilato
or with extraa
fins. The exxperiments sttart with thee quantity of three fins. The
T result shhows that, forr the 900 rpm
m speed, thee
product cann generate about
a
9.5 Vdc.
V
It manaages to prod
duce 13.9 Vdc
V at the m
maximum speed of thee
experiment which is 12000 rpm.
The expperiments coontinue with adding the other
o
fins and
d total up to four fins. The prediction
n was, whenn
with more fins,
f
it will spin
s
faster thhan before. The
T experim
ment data shoows that, withh four fins, the speed off
the roof venntilator decreease. It is duee to the increeasing heavy of the roof ventilator.
v
It just producees 9.2 Vdc att
900 rpm andd 12.3 Vdc at
a the maxim
mum speed off the experim
ment which iss 1200 rpm. T
The optimum
m design andd
quantity of fins is three fins. It manaages to produuce more thaan 12Vdc, soo that it enabbles the systeem to chargee
the batteriess.

Figuure 6 – Moddified roof veentilator

Figure
F
7 – Ouutput voltagee vs fan speeed

5. Concllusion
The pow
wer generatiion roof venntilator manaages to geneerate electriciity from thee free wind energy.
e
Thiss
system alsoo remains thee main functtion which is to provide better air ventilation inn the houses or factories..
The more wind
w
energy available, thhe more dragg energy to push the fins of the roof vventilator. Th
he extra finss
manage to help the rooof ventilator to spin faster and the optimum
o
dessign of this ssystem is by
y adding thee
quantity of three extra fins
f only. Thhe low torquee of the AC generator
g
is one of the im
mportant facttors to makee
m perform in the perfect condition. It
I can produce up to 13.9 Vdc at thhe 1200 rpm
m speed. Thee
this system
system mannages to charrge the 12Vddc batteries syystem in the good and eff
fficient condiition.
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